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OPINION ... -. ........... _ ..... 
I. INTRODUCTION 

On March 2~ 1976 in C.I0056 the Commission issued an 
order instituting investigation of exploration and development 
(E&D) programs of respondent: utilities. The investigation in
cluded a consideration of Whether E&D programs should be main
tainecl~ expa.nded~ reduced~ or el1minated~ whether existing 
types of financing should be continued~ and whether the rate
payers should continue to support~ in part or in whole, existing 
or future projects. Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E)~ 
Southern california Gas Company (SoCal), Southern California 
EdiS(\'n Company (Edison), and San Diego Gas & Electric Company 

(SDG&E) were named respondents. 
Three applications were subsequently filed by respond

ents Socal, PC&E~ and SDG&E requesting authorization for certain 
E&D programs. Pacific 'Lighting Service Company (PIS) was added 
as a respondent on request of counsel appearing for SoCal and 
PIS~ applicants in A.56471. '!'his joint appearance w:t11 be identi
fied as SoCal in the text of this decision. Consolidated hearings 
were held on the Commission's investigation and the three ap~li
cation matters fr~ Jan:uary 4~ 1977 through February 17, 1977. 
Evidence was received during 11 days of public hearings held at 

San Franciseo, Los Angeles~ and San Diego. The transcript correc
tions requested by letters dated March 4 ~ 1977 by Edison, PG&E, 
and SoCa.l are authorized.. Concurrent opening briefs were mailed 
April 25~ 1977 and concurrent reply briefs were mailed. May 9 ~ 1977 .. 
Briefs \lere filed on behalf of the Commission's staff ~ SDG&E,. 
Edison~ PG&E, SoCal and PIS, california Gas Producers Association,. 
the city of San Diego (San Diego) ~ and the city of Los Angeles· 
(Los Angeles) .. 
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This proceeding. is a review of existing and proposed 

E&D programs of respondents. Gas exploration, and development 

adjustments (GEnA) for gas utilities and energy exploration and 
development adjustments (EEDA) for electrical utilities authorize 
utility companies to recover through rates the costs of E&D pro
grams carried out by affiliates. The basic premise is that such 
ratepayer-supported E&D programs directed toward the acquisition 
of additional gas supplies and energy sources required for elec

trical generation are in the public interest. 

Our investigation is an examination of one small part 
of what has become known as the energy problem. The questions. 
we consider are whether or not there is a public need for the 
existing. and proposed E&'D programs ~ whether such programs should 

be continued~ modified, or el:Uninated.~ and" whether ratepayers 

should continue to support such progralXlS. 
II. THE NEED FOR: E&D PROGRA:MS 

The case for the existing and proposed CEDA and EEDA 
programs is grounded on two propositions: <a) there is a need 
for additional energy supplies for California utilities; and 
(b) the proposed programs are necessary to meet that need. 

'!he need for new sources of gas supplies in order. to 

meet the requirements of Californ1a gas consumers is undisputed. 
The staff's estimates of gas supply and customer demand for 
southern california through 1985 are set forth in Exhi.b1t l~ 
Figw:-e 4. The estimates show ehat based upon average daily gas 
requirements,. assuming normal temperature conditions, in 1977 
there will be no gas available for steam electric generation 

(Priority 5), and very little gas available for industrial 

boiler fuel requirements (Priority 4). Without deliveries from 

new and supplemental supply projects~ the staff projects high 

priority eurt:ailment (gas requirements of residential and small 
eommere:tal and industrl.a.l customers) in the 1980-1981 winter 
season. 
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The gas supply siblation in nort~ern California. as 
estimated by the staff. is much better than in southern California 
(Exhibit 1. Figure 3). the staff estimate is based on the assump
tion that 4S percent of PG&E's total gas supplies represented by 
gas deli· .... eries from. Canada will be available without curtailment 

through 1985. This portion of PG&E's gas supply is secured by 
existing canadian gas export peTmits 'Which begin to expire in 
1985. PG&E is less dependent upon the declining inters1:ate gas 

pipeline supply than southern Californ1a. Absent curtailment of 
Canadian. deliveries and given sufficient load equating capacity. 

the staff does. not expect curtailment of high priority service on 
the PG&E system thr,ough 1985. 

The Commission staff concluded that the adequacy of fuel 
and energy supplies available to the electric utilities from tra
ditional sources in the future is a. matter of concern. As natural 
gas becomes ~ilable for electric steam- generation. the electric 
utilities become ~re dependent upon low sulfur fuel oil deliv
eries from OPEC co,mtrles. There is a decrease in new sources of 

uranium supplies. The staff views the declining supplies and 

recent escalation of fuel prices as demonstrating a necessity for 
electric utilities to have some competitive leverage in dealing 
with the traditional fuel and energy suppliers-. 

The GEnA and EEDA procedures burden utility ratepayers 
wieh all costs associated with'a~proved E&D projects. These EOn 

projects are intended to secure needed additional energy supplies. 
The need for additional energy supplies is clear. Moreover. we 

can accept the ueilieies' representat~ons that they will not 
engage extensively in new high risk E&D projects without author
ized GEDA or EEDA procedures. However. the need for E&D projects 
does not. by itself. establish that it is reasonable that utility 
ratepayers should ~ssume the risk of such projects. 
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lb.e utilities urge that ratepayers must assume the 
bureens of E&D projects if they are to receive the benefits. 
We can accept that general proposition. but the approved 

proj eets must have the potential to secure benefits to rate

payers that would not otherwise be available. Ratepayer

supported E&D programs should be authorized if they secure 

additional supplies of energy which would. not otherwise be 
available to Ca.lifornia~ or to obtain needed supp.lies of energy 
at an earlier date than such supplies would otherwise beeome 
available~ or to obtain additional needed supplies of energy at 

an advantageous price. If we cannot reasonably anticipate some 

benefit to the ratepayers~ no reason exists to require them to 
aSS'Ume the burden of E&D cOSts. 

For the reasons set forth below we conclude that 
authorized programs have resulted in benefits. Moreover ~ the e potential benefits of certain proj ec:ts support their authoriza
tion under GEnA and EEDA programs. In our review of present 
and proposed procedures we specifically recognize that basic 
differences exist between GEDA and EEDA programs _ A gas dis

tribution utility is seeking to obtain a single specific energy 
supply_ Moreover, the supply obtained will~ in most instances, 
be subject to regulatory control by the Federal Power Commission 
(FPC) • An electrical utility is attempting to secure energy 
resources in unregulated ma.rk~ts and the resource may take a 

varlety of forms. 
We must also distinguish between approved projects 

already authorized and projects proposed for inclusion in new 
EEDA or GEDA programs. The EEDA program of Edison does not 
require prior approval before funds are committed. As a 
consequence~ a project presented for Commission approval could 

be known to be unsuccessful. Our review and approval may be 
obtained after the facts are known. ~tever our resolution 
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of the questions raised. by this procedure" Edison's prior commit
ments pursuant to its EEDA procedure must be distinguished from 
existing proj ects presented by SDG&E for inc 11.1Sion in a new EEDA ' 

procedure. The latter projects are, in effect" offered to the 
ratepayers on the grounds that the known risks" costs, and poten
tial benefits justify their funding under EEDA. PG&E' 8 requested 
GEDA program. involves the problem of the proper treatment of the 
limited E&D program authorized by D.80878 dated December 19, 1972. 

III. A.56471 - SO CAL AND PLS (GEnA) 

A. Present Procedures 
By A.5647l filed May 7, 1976, SoCal and PIS request 

authorization to continue to submit new or revised gas E&D 
projects for an additional three-year period as authorized in 
the GEDA procedure approved by the Commission by D.81898 dated 

September 25" 1973 in A.53625. On May 18. 1976 the Commission e extended the SoCal and PIS authorization to comm:Lt funds to GEDA 
projects until April 15, 1977. The Co'1'1'lllission by order issued 
March 29, 1977 granted a further extension until the Comadssion' s 
'final order iu the instant application. 

D.S1898 authorized SoCal and PIS to incorporate in 
their tariffs rates and eharges. to reflect GEDA costs. The GEDA 
procedure authorizes SoC4l to recover in rates costs incurred in 
gas E&D projects approved by the Commission. the Com:n!ss10n 
found that an energy crisis justified the adoption of a GEDA 
procedure designed to brltlg natural gas supplies to, cOUS'Umers in 
southern California. Si'Clply stated, projected gas supl>lies for 
SoC&l were inadequate to meet proj ected customer' requirements. 

The GEDA procedure provided for a ease-by-case method 
of approving project letter filings and advice letter filings. 
The maximum GEDA amounts were limited to 10 percent of the total 
cost of gas to th~ PIS system or to O.5¢ per therm~ whichever was 
lower. The authority to commit funds to new or revised projects. 
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was limited to a period of not more than three years. The 
Commission's deeision provided for full cost recovery ~ including 
amortization of unrecoverable advances in unsuccessful projects 
over a period. of five years. The procedure provided for a return 
to the ratepayers of net revenues generated as well as charges to 
the ratepayers for the full costs of GEDA projects. 

The utility is required to supply information by filing 
a letter request for proj ect approval. The information must 
enable the Commission to make findings that there is a reasonable 
prospect that a requested iuvestment will produce gas deliverable 
to California in sufficient quantity to justify an investment 
risk. that the potential cost of developed gas will be reasonable 
in relation to possible alternatives~ and that the proposed gas 
supply would not be lIIade available without GEDA financiug. 

S~ff EXhibits land 3 (and SoCal's Exhibits 15 and 16) 
set forth in detail the approved projects under Socal's GEnA 
authorization. Pacific Lighting Gas Development Corporation (PLGD) 
undertakes all proj ects authorized under the GEDA procedure. Funds 
are advanced by PIS to PLGD. PLGD operates as a nonprofit, non
loss company and retu%ns all'net revenues, tax credits~ and other 
reeove%'Y of costs to PIS. PIS' cost of service is recovered from 
SoCal 's eustomers~ including a utility rate of return on PLGDts. 

net investment~ recovery of carrying costs of advances. obtained 
from other sources~ recovery of expenses related to approved 
projects,. and amortization of unsuccessful investments. Under 
this procedure California ratepayers support the cost of capital 
advanced to PLGD for GEDA projects. Moreover,. the GEnA procedure 
provides tb&t ratepayers would amortize the amount invested in 
unsuccessful proj eets over a five-year period. 

The taX savings in the iuit:ta.l years of a project reduce 
the net investment, and are an apparent benefit; the subsequent 
payback of such benefits in later years. becomes a burden to 
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ratepayers. :rb.e total costs of projects appears to be a measure 
of the amount at risk and subject to recovery from ratepayers. 
The estimated 1976 GEDA costs, before adjustment for prior over
collections or undercollections, is approximately $10.8 million 
with outstanding expenditures on all projects of $55,705,000 on 
December 31, 1975 (Exhibit 3, pages 2-2&, 2-4). 

The proj ects present a variety of different acquired 
interests and financial arrangements. 'W'orking interest projects 
are ventures where PLGD acquires rights to au ownership interest 
if gas is found. The risk is high for if gas is nOt discovered, 
the investment in exploration is lost. Funding projects are 
a.rra.ngements where PI.GD advances payments to proj ect operators 
without acquiring an o\mership interest. PLGD aCCluires a right 
to purchase from the reserves if gas is found. The money advanced 
is usually subject to refund if gas is not found and made available 
for purcbase. Agreements may vary as to interests acquired, 
obligations to advance funds, payback proviSions, and provisions 
regarding the future price of gas. In addition to the general 
categories of working interests and fuuding agreements, two GEDA 
projects involve pipeline study groups. 

The different projects are described iu detail in 
Exhibits 17 3, 157 and 16. Certain projects are failures; others 
may represent attractive ventures. None are without risk. 

SoC4l a.rgues that the overall success of the GEDA pro
gram cannot be seriously questioned. A more realistic view is 
expressed by our seaffts Finance Division report (Exhibit 3, 
page 2-6, paragraph 26): Without estfmates of provenzeserves 
and the cost of recovery associated with those reserves, net 
benefits from such projects cannot be determined". 
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R. Transwestern Joint Venture 

One project. the Transwestern Joint Venture (GEDA 
Project No. 73-B-2) 18 elearly successful. the staff's Utilities 
Division report (Exhibit l~ pages 4-12. paragraphs 20 and 21) 
states that additional gas has been made ava.ilable to Transwestenl. 
Pipeline Company and 75 percent of this gas is delivered to PIS. 

PLGD' 8 sbare of reserves is 74.7 Bef and the estimated out-of
pocket ~ wellhead unit cost of this gas is 58. ~/Mcf. Moreover ~ 
Monsanto Company's share of the gas is lost to the unregulated 
intrastate market (Monsanto is a participant in the drilling. 
ventures). We can. also conclude that the gas rese-.rves invO'lved 
became available at an. earlier date as. a result of the GEDA 
program and may never have become available without it. 
c. Terminated Projects 

A number of GEDA projects have been unsuccessful. Such e proj ects reflect the high risks and substantial costs of E&D 
projects. Four foreign projects have been terminated and are 
presently being amortized. the estimated total cost of amortia.
tion through 1979 for the four projects is $4.5 million ~!b1t 1. 
page 4-13. paragraph 22). SoCal argues that ratepayers do not 
inves':' in GEDA projects and that ratepayers are covering th;'ough 
rates the cost of utility 1'm1es'tment capital. This argument 
overlooks the fact that under CEDA procedures ratep&yers are 
also obligated to amortize the costs of failed projects in rates 
over five years. a burden distinctly greater and substantially 
different than the usual utility recovery of invested capital 
through depreciation of rate base plant. 

The concept of "cost" as appli~d to' particular GEDA 
projects is somewhat elusive. The return on a project invest
ment 18 computed on net project costs: Income tax reductions 
are available as a result of consolidated tax returns and the 
ut1lity~ in effect~ reflects such tax savings as a reduction 
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.. 
in project advances. The remaining balance. net of ta.x~ for the 
four abandoned projects was $1,442~414 on December 31, 1975 
(Exhibit 3. page 2-6, paragraph 20). The estimated revenue eollec- , 
tiona from ratepayers. through 1979 to amortize this balance appears 
to be approximately $2.5 million (see Exhibit 1, page 4-13, para
graph 22). The tax credits in the init1a.~ years are apparently 
amortized as deferred taxes (see Exhibit 38, attachoent Exhibit B, 
EEDA). 

D.~ Canadian Project8 
Two canadian projects (Gulf canada and Arctic Islands) 

are advance payment arrangements for exploration and subseque~t 

development. PLGD acquires a right to call on ,gas reserves if 
export gas becomes available. Gulf canada (the McKenzie River 
Delta area) failed to establish sufficient gas reserves for 
export. The eost-of-service exposure to PLGD was estimated AS 

$10 million. The Arctic Islands proj ect involves funding a share 
of costs of operations in the Canadian Arctic Islands. If PLGD 
does not contract for gas reserves in the future, payback of 

, investment is to begin if and When produet!on starts. 

Two pipeline study projects have been approved for 

GEnA financing. The Polar Gas proj cet involves participation in 
a pipeline s.tudy group to develo? a transportation system for gas 
from the Arctic Island,;. 'The Gas A:'ctic project is the ether 
pipeline study group presently approved as a GEDA project. PLGDrs 
investment through 1976 was $774.000 to be repaid in ca~h or stock, 

"" . 
with interest,1f the Cas Arctic project is successful. Gas Arctic 
was one or three competing proposals. for tra~portat1on of northern 
'Alaskan and. canadian gas. Socal argued that 1ts part1c1pation1n 
Gas Arctic would 1nfluence the ~ut1ng and des1gn of the pipe11ne 

. so that 8uch pipe11ne would include.de11very to ca11fornia. 
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The Canadian projects will not secure gas at an advan

tageous price since Canada will fix the cost. of exported· gas. 
There is no evidence that PLGD's participation is necessary to 
supply capital needed for the projects. SoCal argues that the 
advance payments are justified on the basis that such partici
pation secures a call on gas Canada may export in the future. 

The Gulf Canada l'roj eet might have secured 3 Tcf of 
gas reserves for PI.GD but it failed because the gas reserves 
were inadequate. The Arctic Islands project presents a sfmilar 
prospect -- large gas reserves (in excess of 13 Tcf) and the 
right to purchase Canadian export gas. A gas transportation 
system (Polar Gas) is necessary before gas could become available 
to the Canadian market. PLGD has an agreement with Trans Canada 

Pipelines to exchange Alberta gas with Arctic Islands g4S. If 
available gas reserves exceed canadian needs in the future, gas e will be available for export. 

No estimates of a probable or possible schedule for a 
transportation system. are available from our record. The gas 
reserves are north of the Arctic Circle and the proposed pipe
line routes intersect existing Canadian pipelines in south 
Ontario. the Arctic Islands' obligation to provide funds com
menced March 5, 1972 and terminated March 4, 1977, with yearly 
options to renew for five additional years. As of December 31, 
1975 PLGD had advanced $4,761,000. Repayment is to be made 
from a percentage of production revenues and PI..GD has a right 
to purchase· gas production attributable to seven companies' 
,,·arious interests. The right of first refusal runs. for five 
years from the termination of the funding agreement. Funding 
could possibly continue to March 4, 1982 and the right of first 
refusal would then continue to March 4, 1987. 
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No one suggests ~t. such Canadian Arctic- gas will be 

inexpensive. ltnlen the gas will be available is not Ascertainable. 
Ultimate total capital investment to achieve availability is 
unknown. 'the right to purchase Canadian export gas is a right to 
buy gas surplus to Canadian requirements at a price to be set by 
the Canadian authorities. The project is supported by the claim 
that development of Canadian reserves 'Will assure continued gas 
exports to the United States. canadian export gas is an 
important source of gas supply but the question is whether or not 
it is reasoD8.ble for SoCal ratepayers to engage in these particu ... 
lar projects. 

The staff's. Finance Division report points. out that 

Alberta Natural Gas Company ~ Ltd. (ANG)>> a PC&E subsidiary 
participates in the Gas Arctic pipeline project without fundfng 
its costs through GEDA procedures. PG&E,. through a subsidiary,. 
also participated in the Gulf canada project. PG&E ratepayers 

did not fund PG&E's investment in Gulf canada through GEDA. 
E. Alaskan North Slope Projects 

Two projects involve advance payments for drilling 
opera tions i.tl the North Slo];)e area. of Alaska. (Kavik and Eeli). 
PLGD obtained a call on gas. Payback of advances are to be 
made from net revenues from production. One prospect. did 
develop gas reserves (the Kavik prospect) and PLGD has a call 
on 110 :Scf of gas reserves. The other drilling was unproductive. 
The Bel! proj ect ~s a ch:y hole. 
F. South Alaska - Cook Inlet LNG . 

!he most promising projects involve the South Alas'ka
Cook Inlet area. Six GEDA projects were involved at the time of 

hearings and & seventh has been approved. Most of the proj ects 
involve advance payments. The o'bj ectiv~ of SoCal is to secure 
sufficient comm1t~ed reserves to support the South Alaska. LNG 
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project. Committed reserves were approximately 1 Tcf (trillion 

cubic feet). 'the proj eet requires reserves of approximately 
1.6 Tcf for the first phase, involving deliveries of 200 MMCfd 
(million cubic feet per day). and reserves of 3 Tcf to support 
ultimate deliveries of 400 MMcfd. 

At the time of hearings Socal and PG&E bad agreed to 
participate equally in the Pacific Alaska. 'LNG Company r s Cook , 
Inlet liquefied natural gas proj ect and PIS' Indonesian I.NG 
project (Item p. Memorandum of Understanding; Item Q. Pacific 
Alaska LNG Associates Partnership Agreement). 

No party to this proceeding opposes the Pac-Alaska LNG 

projects. If sufficient gas reserves are obtained, SoCal intends 
to add Cook Inlet LNG supplies to its traditional (and declining) 
sources in order to meet its customers t requirements in the early 
1980's. Pac-Alaska. is not justified on the basis of future cost
of-gas advantages. The FPC regulates interstate gas. rates. FPC 

approval will be required before California can receive inter
state gas. 

~ithout the efforts of the California gas distributors 
at this time., it appears that a south Alaskan LNG project might 
not be going. forward. Gas may become available at an earlier 
time as a result of the Pae-Alaska. LNG project. ~e do not intend 
to approve advance payment arrangements for GEDA projects, but to 

stop .the Pac-Alaska project at this tfme could only delay the 
possibility of securing additional gas supplies. As with other 

future events" there is no certainty that California ratepayers 
will obtain a benefit. Based on our reeord" it appears that in 
the near future gas customer requirements in California and the 
United States will not 'be met with available gas supplies.· Under 

the circumstances, the Pac-Alaska proj eet should 'be supported by 
our· GEDA program. . 
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IV. A.56709 - PG&E (GEDA) 

On August 25. 1971; PG&E filed A.S6709 requesting. author
ization to establish a GEDA procedure to p~ovide funds for gas 
E&'O activities. The GEOA procedure requested by PG&E is essen
tially the same as that previously authorized SoCal by D.Sl898. 

D.80S7S dated December 19. 1972: authorized PG&E to 
advance $3 million yearly for a period of five years to its 
wholly owned subsidia~ Natural Gas Co~ration of California 
(NGC) •. 'Ihis Authorization allowed PG&'E to charge $1.5 million 
to exploration expense and add $1.5 million to rate base. NGC 
has participated in projects in Alaska and in the Rocky Mountains 
area in the United States. PG&E's existing authorization expireS 

at the end of 1977. 
PG&E requests that its present projects be merged into

its proposed GEDA program. !he staff estimates are that PG&E 
will have collected $8.951.000 from its ratepayers under this 

program to support E&D programs of NGC by the end of December 
1977 when the five-year authorization tel."tllinates. 

PG&E also has a wholly owned Canadian subsidiary. Alberta 
and Southern Gas Company. Ltd. (A&S). tba. t funds gas E&D in 
Alberta. British Columbia. and canada's Northwest Territories. 
The staff reports that the Canadian Government sets the border 
price of gas andl that A&S' cost-of-service associated with E&l> 

funding does not flow through to the california consumer. 
PG&E owns Sl percent of the stock of Pacific Gas 

Transmission Company (PGT). PGT bas a wholly owned" subsidiary, 
Pacific Transmission Supply Coropany (PTS). PTS conducts gas 
exploration projects in the Rocky Mountaius. The staff 
report (Exhibit 19) states that through 197.5 PTS has expended 
over $34 million in the Rocky Mountains and bas increased the 

available supply of gas to PG&E as a result of those pr~jeet •• 

PTS projects are not supported by cost-of-service charges to 

the California consumer. 
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cr~ decision funding NGC did not provide a method of 

terminating the authorization granted. One staff recommendation 

was that the existing exploration program be terminated and that 
PG&E be granted a GEDA procedure similar to that authorized for 
$ocal. Under the staff proposal:. rates would be reduced ·on 
Janua:ry 1, 1978 by the unit increase embedded in rates as a 
result of the expense and rate base 4m01.mts authorized in present 
rates. Under this recommendation no provision would be made for 
the amounts accumulated in rate base during the five-year span of 

the present authorization. PG&E objects to this disposition. 
PG&'£:. at the end of the five-year period:. will have 

recovered $7.5 million in expenses. The staff witness from the 
Finance Division did not recommend termination and removal of 
all investment in the present program from rate base at the end 
of the five-year period. The Finance Division witness indicated 
that investments in successful projects 'WOuld remain in rate base 

and investments in abandoned projects or unsuccessful projects 

should be amortized. 

The staff brief sets forth an alternate termination 
procedure designed to roll unrecovered investment of present 
programs into the new GEDA procedure. Since PG&E was authorized 
to aCC\lmUlate $7.5 million in rate base, we will adopt this 
alternative method. PG&E shall file project letters for NGC 
projects as listed in the staff's Exhibit 47, paragraph 1. GEnA 
rates to be established for these projects will coannenee . 

Janua:ry 1, 1978 upon termination of the five-year period author

ized for the existing E&D program. Past project investment for 
these filings shall be the net investment derived from a gross 
investment not to exceed $7.5 million:. adjusted for all tax 

credits from i~estment during the five-year program:. plus any 
return of investment resUlting from an assignment of NGC's 

, 
interest to others. Thi& is essentially the alternate staff 
proced~e set forth in Exhibit 47. 
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PG&E does not disagree with the proposition that gro8s 

investment of $7.5 million should be adjusted for tax credits or 
any return of investment when incorporating past projeet8 into 

the GEDA program. However ~ PG&E argues that tax credits should 
not be utilized to reduce the $7.5 million maximum gross invest
ment until such tax credits or other returns have met the defi

ciencies in revenues as calculated by PG&E over the life of the 
program. We can accept PG&E's argument but not its method of 
calculation. 

Upon termination of the existing. program on January l~ 
1978~ PG&E's filing should include a statement of the actual 

expenses incurred for the five-year period. PG&E's calculation 
of the revenue deficiency was based upon the assumption that actual 
revenues received from the five-year program, (in ,rates) should be 

reduced by $7.5 million in incurred expense. The revenue defi-e ciency was then calculated as the balance remaining conttasted 
to the return on rate base additions for the five-year period. 
As the staff's cross-examination disclosed~ PG&E's calculation 
did not recognize that a $1.5 million addition to rate base 
annually will not nonnally occur on January 1 of each year. 

Accordingly, PG&E is authorized to file a revised "calculation 

of revenue deficiencies ~ based upon actual expenses and actual 
rate base additions for the five-year period~ not to exceed the 

authorized amounts of $1.5 million annually. If the calculation 
establishes a deficiency in revenues over the five-year period~ 
any tax credits which arise as the result of the NGC projects 
should be used to offset such deficiency. Any. remaining. balance 

of tax credits should be utilized to reduce NGC gross investments 

of up to $7.5 million. In all other respects, PG&E should be 

authorized to establish a GEnA program with restrictions similar 
to those imposed upon SoCal. 
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. An additional problem incurred in the CEDA program to

be established by PG&E is the conflict between PIS stockholder
funded exploration in the Rocky MO\mtains and presently existing 
and potential NGC projects in the Rocky Mountains. !he eX:i:sting' 
NGe exploration programs on behalf of ratepayers as contrasted to 
PIS exp19ration supported by stO¢.kholders t capital presents a 

potential conflict situation. 
An additional requirement of PG&E is its underta1d.ng 

to become a partner in the Cook Inlet (south Alaska) LNG program. 
SoC&l has invested substantial amounts of GEnA charges in efforts 
to develop a viable LNG project in Cook Inlet-south Alaska. We 

will not order a specific treatment of future CEDA charges by 

PG&E since the utility should structure the arrangement for the 
minimum cost to ratepayers. However, any j oint venture partici
pation by PG&E with SoCal should ultimately provide that total 
costs under GEDA for each utiliey should be in proportion to 

their respective rights in the ?rojeet. 
V. EDISON'S un PROGRAM (EEDA) 

A. Existing Procedures 
Commission D.83l70 dated July 23,1974 inA.53488 approved 

in principal and concept the Edison fuel service agreement with its 

'Wholly owned subsidiary ~no Power Company (Mon~) in order to 
it:lplement an EEDA program. Edison's EEDA program is. conducted 
through Mono. Pursuant to a contract with Edison~ Mono is obli

gated to seek~ find~ develop~ process~ and deliver such kinds of 
energy resources as may be needed by Edison. Edison is obligated 

to co~nsate Mono for such fuel suP?ly service at the cost to 
Mono of conducting such activities. !he fuel service charge by 
Mono to Edison includes 'Administrative and General (A&G) service 
costs of Mono, annual costs of funds provided by Edison or third 
parties to Mono (reduced by income tax reductions attributable to 

operations of Mono) ~ annual amortization of unsuccessful projects 
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on a five-year life basis, and all of the annual operating and 
maintenance expenses and appropriate annual costs of investments 
(including costs for development, drilling, and testing) in pro
ducing projects. The carrying charges on advances by Edison to 
Mono are no higher than the rate of return most recently approved 
for Edison by the Commission plus associated income taxes. 

The CommiSSion, by D.83838 dated Decembe1:: 17, 1974 in 
A.53488, found the Edison-Mono fuel service agreement reasona1>le 
(as modified). Exp.loration costs were to be incorporated into 
the fuel cost adjustment billing factor (FCA3F).. The decision 
stated that a proper E&D charge' based on the record was .OO6¢ per 
kwhr. The decision 1fmited exploration costs to .oSe per kwh%' 

or five percent· of Edison's fuel budget, whichever was lower. 
The decision did not limit the program to three years (as in the 
case of GEnA) and did not im.pose a requirement of prior Commission e approval before commitment to a project. 

By December 1974 Edison's rate~ included a .002e charge 
per kwhr to cover an E&D program. The .006¢ per 'kwhr charge was 
not incorporated in rates. The Commission did not approvefue1 
cost adjustments after December 1974 until D.86760 dated 
December 21, 1976 in A.56822. The energy cost adjustment billing 
factor in that decision included a Mono fuel service charge of 
approximately O.Ol6¢ per kwhr, an annual charge of $7.7 million. 

The procedure contemplated an annual report by Mono to 
be filed as an advice letter on or before April 1 of each year. 
This annual filing would include all new projects and would 
require a Commission resolution to effect ~ billing adjustments. 
Once proj eets were recognized, Edison was to make quarterly advice 
letter filings in its FCABF to reflect project costs. 

Edison subsequently made a series of advice letter 
filings. The FCAB, procedure was replaced by the Energy Cost 

Adjustment 'Clause (ECAC) tariff (Resolution No. E-l604 issued 
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October 13~ 1976 making effective the ECAC tariff filed as Advice 
Letter No. 429-:& ffiupplementa1:,7). Edison has continued to request 
recognition of additional projects by advice letter filings 
(Nos. 404-:& in April 1975,. 420-E in April 1976, and 436-E in 
April 1977). A total of five new projects have not received 

Commission recognition. Edison's claim that the lack of Commission 

recognition of uew projects deprives it of ratepayer funding of 
E&D projects is correct. 

The inclusion of EEDA charges in fuel cost adjustments 

resulted in suspension of EEDA rate charges when fuel cost adjust
ments were not approved after December 1974. The problem arose 

after revenues exceeded expenses actually incurred for increased 
fuel expense. The present ECAC procedures incorporate Mono r s 

service charges and ECAC rates are adjusted to reflect overcollec
tions or undercollections by application of a balancing account 
with 7 percent interest. (See D.8573l dated April 27 ~ 1976 in 

C.9886.) Any projects approved by this decision should be incor

porated into future ECAC rates in accordance with authorized EEDA 
procedures, including adjustment for the balancing account for 

EEDA costs and revenues. 
B. EEDA Projects 

The EEDA procedure differs from the gas utilities' GEDA 

procedure. Edison's search for fuel is not limited to gas but 

includes all energy sources which can be used for electric genera
tion, including oil,. coal~ nuelear~ and geothermal... Edison has 

engaged in "grassroots" exploration for such resources. Edison 
bas been. seeking an o'Wtlership interest in energy supplies and bas 
acquired working interests in its exploration projects. The 

staff's report (Exhibit l~,.Table 1) lists Edison's EEDA projects. 
The suff is concerned over the status of the Kaiparowits 

coal mine development. The costs associated with the Kaiparowits 

coal E&D project ~e recognized when the Edison E&D program was 

e authorized by this Commission. In April 1976- the proposed 
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Kaiparowits electric generating plant was removed from Edison's 

financial and resource planning schedules. Edison still reea.ius 9 

through its subsidiary Mono 9 rights in extensive low sulfur coal 
rese'rV'es at Kaiparowits. The staff correctly ~ints out that to 
merely own coal reserves for which no specific use is ?lanned is 
not warranted. However, the Kaiparowits coal reserves. were 

acquired for a specific planned use. Edison's one-third share in 
Kaiparowits coal reserves is estimated at 200 million toDS. 

If the Kaiparowits coal reserves are part of an unsuc

cessful project, Edison's costs will be amortized over a five-year 

period. Edison's annual report will set forth the current status 
of the Kaipa:rowits coal reserves and the intended or possible use 
of such reserves. However, we w.:tll not preelude Edison from 
including the Kaiparowits coal proj ect in its EtDA program. We 

conclude on our record that definite plans for the di$~sition of 
the Kaiparowits coal reserves cannot be made at this time. 

The staff witnesses recommended the continuation of the 
Edison EEDA program. !he staff concluded that it is too soon to 

expect any significant results from the exploration programs that 
have been undertaken thus far. However, the staff was of the 
opinion that Edison's program will be a successful finaneial 
investment for its ratepa.yers~ based upon present results. Mono 
has secured an ownership interest in substantial coal reserves 
and substantial uranium reserves. An electric utility seeks 
fuel and energy supplies in unregulated ma.rkets~ and electrical 
utilities have been faced with price and supply problems in 
dealing w!.th fuel and energy suppliers. tow sulfur" fuel oil 
supplies have been and may again be subject to OPEC embargo. 

The staff supports the EEDA program as one that is necessary in 

order for Edison to have some competitive leverage in dealing 
with fuel and energy suppliers. 
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C. Staff Recommendations. 
Staff recommendations are discussed in detail in 

Section VII of this decision. However, we agree with the position 
of Edison that the EEDA program of a particular utility is neces
sarily tailored to the energy requirements of that utility and 
there is no reason to anticipate that charges for EEDA programs 
could be uniform as between different electrical utilities. For 
the same reason compulsory j oint ventures in E&D for energy 
resources should not be required of separate electrical utilities. 
There is no reason to assume that the energy resource requirements 
of separate electric utilities 'Will be similar. 

There are substantial differenees between the EEDA pro
grams of electric utilities and the GEnA programs of gas utilities. 
No one anticipates that natural gas will be available as a sub
stantial energy resource for the generation of electrieity in the 
future. Natural gas for electrical generation is assigned the 
lowest priority under both state and federal regulation. Natural 
gas resources will, in most eases. be subject to extensive federal 
regulation. Edison has attempted to obtain ownership- interests in 
largely unregulated energy supplies. by means of its EEDA projects. 

Edison and the staff disagree over ,the s.1gnifican~e of 
these differences 'between GEDA and EEDA. The staff argues that 
there" is no reason sfmilar conditions should not be applied to 
both programs regarding prior approval requirements, exclusion 
of foreign proj ects, and the requirement that world.ng interests 
be obtained. Our conelusions on this dispute are set forth in 

detail in our discussion of these separate issues. 
The staff and Edison are in agreement that the present 

ceiling of five percent of Edison's annual fuel expense is an 
appropriate lfmitation in exploration activities. However, the 
staff recommended ~hat under EEDA proeedures electric utilities 
should be required to file project letters for the development 
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phase of previously recognized exploration projects. Edison bas 
no objection to the filing of such letters for informational pur
poses but contends that if such filing is a prerequisite to funding 
of the development stage of a project it would inhibit the flexi
bility of the existing E&D program and should be rejected. We 
shall require the filing of project letters for informational 
purposes for the development phase of previously recognized explo
ration projects. 

The current procedure imrolves the filins by Edison of 
an annual report on or before April 1 of each year. Since EEDA 
charges are incorporated in Edison's ECAC rate~ we will authorize 
the filing of project letters ~th the Commission in advance of 
the scheduled review of Edison's ECAC so that Edison will be' able 
to incorporate new projects into its ECAC adjustment. Since EEDA 
also involves the incorporation of a balancing aecount~ including e seven percent interest applied monthly to overcollections or under
collections in the balancing account ~ the EEDA procedure should 
result in no unfairness to the ratepayers or to Edison. Project 
letters should be filed at the earliest possible time on new 
projects so that necessary approvals can be o'b.~.ained prior to the 
semiannual ECAC adjustments. Approved projectsW'ill be incorpo
rated in ECAC adjustments. However, we will retain the E&D annual 
report requirement in order to obtain a thorough review of the 

entire EEDA program. 
VI. A.56877 - SDG&E (EEDA) , 

By A.56877 SDG&E requests authority to establish an EEDA 
procedure based on the procedure previously authorlzed Edison in 
eonnection with its fuel service contract with Mono in D.8383a 
da,ted December l7~ 1974. In the past~ SDC&E's E&D projeets have 
been conducted by its subsidiary NAB.CO. NARCO' s proj ects have 
been eonducted without recourse to SDG&E's ratepayers. NARCO and , 

SDG&E now have a fuel service agreement and SDG&E seeks approval of 
an EEDA procedure, with inclusion of certain outstanding proj ects. 
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NARCO projects wh1c~ SDG&E seeks to include are the 
Buttonwillow oil endeavor,. the Kaiparowits coal project, and 
geothermal efforts in the Imperial Valley. SDC&E alleges the 
cost figures of these projects are set forth in Exhibit 45, 
where the estimated annual fuel service cr~rge is $770,000. 
From the standpoint of exposure to the ratepayers, the total 
project expenditures would appear to be the amount that would 
be amortized over a five-year period unless the projects s:.re 
successful. Exhibit 48 indicates that the estimated total 
project expenditures will exceed $S.8 million by the end of 
1977. 

The calculation of EEDA charges includes a carrying, 
charge of 14.73 percent applied to net project expenditures. 
The 14.73 percent was based on an authorized utility ret\Xrn of 
8.75 percent plus the taxes associated with the portion of 
return on capital attributed to common equity and preferred 
stock. The net project expenditures are project expenditures 
reduced by the accumulated income tax reductions associated 
with the projects. The income tax reductions arise from the 
fact that SDG&E has included NARCO's operations in consolidated 
tax returns. The estimated EEDA cost calculated in Exhibit 48 
is $577,000, exclusive of NARCO's estimated A&Gcosts of $200,.000. 

SDG&E does not seek to include all of NARCO's projects 
in the new EEDA procedure. The staff's Exhibit 51,. page 4, sets 
forth three NARCO projects not included. SDG&E argues that the 
projects to be included are successful projects and since rate
payers are to receive the benefits of such projects, they should 
pay the associated costs. 'the ratepayer assumes the risks of 
both successful and unsuccess~l projects under approved GEDA 
and EEDA projects. The present NARCO projects were commenced 
without benefit of EEDA procedures. The city of San Diego 
argues that only ongoing or new projects should be included in 
EEDA,. not abandoned ones. We agree with the city that projects 
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which are no longer viable and were never approved by the 
Commission should not now be Charged to SDG&E ratepayers. The 
question is what is a "viable" E&D project.. The question 
regarding ongoing NARCO projects is not whether such projects 
~uld be approved if presented as NARCO projects under an EEDA 
procedure which authorized commitment of funds prior to project 
approval, but whether ratepayers should be committed to· ongoing 
projects,. based on all presently known facts. In·the future,. 
new NARCO projects may be aRproved if the projects are reasonable 
E&D undertakings. 

The Kaiparowits coal development project will be 

approved as an EEDA project. The one-third interest in the 
underground coal mine represents 200 million tons of coal 
reserves. San Diego argues that any fut\lre development at 
Kaiparowits is really a "long shot",. a description supplied by 

SDG&E's own witnesses in earlier hearings (see San Diego's 
opening brief,. pages 4-6) .. 

~e can accept San Diego's basic assumption. However, 
we must weigh the potential value of the coal reserve against 
the present costs of retaining the coal reserves as an energy 
source. The present 1977 year-end estimated expenditures totaled 
$2,407,000. The energy resource is 200 million tons of proven 
underground coal reserves. Mono holds an additional one-third 
interest and Mono's costs are includable in Edison's EEDA 
procedures. Either the California electrical utilities should 
retain the coal reserves at this time or we should exclude 
NARCO's Kaiparowits project And direct Edison to terminate its 
interests in the coal reserve. We recognize that no immed:La.te 
beneficial use of the coal reserve is available. Given the 
uncertainties of future energy resources ~ we will authorize 
SDG&E to retain this energy resource at this time. 
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The Buttonwillow NOrth project appears to be an unae

ceptable risk. 'Well No. 3lX-10 was abandoned in ·1975. The 

outstanding benefit from a dry hole appears to be that one knows 
that it did not pay to drill the well. If the benefits in the 
Buttonwillow NOrth project outweigh anticipated costs~ NARCO ,can 
recover its itN'estment without regard to EEDA charges to- rate
payers. Based on the record, we do not see potential benefits 
to SDG&E ratepayers which can support an assumption of costs for 
this project. Edison has already classified Buttonwillow North 
as an abandoned project. 

The geothermal proj ects present a different question. 
The other Imperial Valley project is an abandoned project. 
SDG&E's position is that it has acquired interests in valuable 
geothermal reservoirs in the Imperial Valley and that ratepayers 
should pay carrying costs on accumulated proj ect expenditures 
(calculated at 14.73 percent at hearings~ the charge would now 
appear to be 15 percent based on a ~.5 percent utility return). 
In our view, development of geothermal resources are clearly in 
the public interest. But the question regarding the Imperial 
Valley geothermal projects is whether the ratepayers of SDG&E 

should commence paying substantial carrying costs and assume 
the risks of the projects. There is no evidence that the 
available energy in the Imperial Valley is, at this time, an 
energy source which is economically useful for electric energy 
generation. The ongoing work in the Imperial Valley appears to 

involve demonstration projects. 
The geothermal demonstration projects are a necessary 

attempt to establish a practical use for the available ener,gy. 
However, the ratepayers of SDG&E are burdened with. EEDA charges 
on the grounds that such charges are necessary to secure needed 
energy resources. 'We do not intend to incorporate basic research· 
projects into the EEDA procedures. Geothermal reservoirs have 
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been found in the Imperial Valley. It has not yet been estab
lished that the energy sources can economically supply electricity 
to SDG&E ratepayers. Bad the Kaiparowits coal project discovered 
unusuable low-grade coal, the SDG&E ratepayers would not be 
expected to assume the "benefits" and finance efforts to' find an 
economical use for such coal. SDG&E can always request approval 
of an Imperial Valley geothermal project based on a showing that 
it is a usable energy ~esource for electric generation. 

VII. STAFF PRO?OSAIS FOR GEDA ANti EEDA 

The staff and all parties appear to agree that the 
GEDA and EEDA procedures are required at this time. California 
utilities require new and additional energy resources in the 
near future. Based on an evaluation of our experience to date, 
GEDA projects have secured additional gas supplies for SoGal. 
We can. reasonably conclude that SoCal' s participation in the 
Transwestern joint venture obtained gas supplies for the inter
state market and a portion of such gas became available to 
California. In the absence of the GEnA project such additional 

gas supplies would, in all probability, have been lost to the 
intrastate market. (In fact, Monsanto's share of the gas goes 
into the intrastate market.) 

The energy resources required by Edison are obtained 
in an unregulated market cbaracterlzed in recent years by 
embargoes, cutbacks of deliveries by OPEC countrles. and 

decreasing supplies of low sulfur fuel oil. In the face of 
increasing demand and controlled supply, fuel prices have been 

escalating sharply for electrical utilities. The'staff position 
is that the California electric utilities need to have some 

competitive leverage in dealing 14th traditional suppliers and . 
the EEDA procedure should be continued. 
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The staff also recognizes that energy exploration 
involves speculative investment. GEDA and EEDA programs author
ize utilities to require ratepayers to sUPlX>rt speculative under
takings. !he staff recommendations are designed to attempt to 
control or reduce the risk to the ratepayers in these programs. 

The staff has raised a number· of reeommenda e:tons in 
an effort to reduce ratepayer risk. Our decision adopts certain 
of 1:he staff recollmlendations. as well as recommendations of 
interested parties~ as set forth below. Our conclusions on such 
recollmlendations are as follows: 
A. Prior Approval of Proposed Projects 

Under present GEDA procedures the utility is required 
to seek prior Commission approval before committing funds to a 
proposed proj ect. SoC&l and PG&E do not oppose this requirement 
in the GEnA procedure. Edison oplX>ses such a requirement in its 
EEDA. procedure. 

The'requirement of prior approval for GEnA projects bas 
not been strictly construed. SoCal bas obtained approval of 
projects init:Lated prior to the filing of a project letter. The 
Comcission approval did exclude costs of service for the period 
of eime prior to the filing of the project letter. The d~fi
culty of a strict requirement (no GEDA adjustment uo.less a 
project letter filing precedes the utility commitment) is that 
such a requirement cannot always be met. The staff witness 
pointed out that until the utility negotiations with an operator 
are complete. the utility does not know the amount of expendi
t'.lres to be included in a project letter. The staff expects 
the project letter filing to precede a commitment of funds. 

We will continue the staff's. present treatment. No 
costs incurred prior to Commission's approval will be included 
in GEnA charges. ,Moreover. if a utility is committed to a GEnA 
project prior to approval~ it does so &1: the risk that such 
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project may not be approved for GEnA funding. Our determination 
to .authorize a particular GEnA project will be based on the facts 
applicable to the particular project presented for consideration. 

The staff in its brief argues that there should be no 
difference between the approval process for gas and electric 
utilities. However~ the staff witness reviewing the Edison pro
gram recommended that the present approval process be retained. 
The Commission has approved projects after Edison has already 
committed funds. The staff witness supported this procedure on 
the grounds that it provides the utility with the flexib1~ity 
to respond quickly to new projects. There is a fundamental differ
ence between the E&D projects for electrical utilities and the 
GEnA proj ects. The electrical utilities are searching for a 

variety of energy sources. 'l'hese energy sources are in high 
demand and the search is highly competitive. Our review of 
Edison's past projects indicates that in each case Edison~ or 
its subsidiary Mono, has secured a working interest in the energy 
resource involved. The risk of losing funds comnitted to this 

type of E&D are high but the advantages of obtaining a working 
interest. as contrasted to a mere option to purchase from a 
developer or producer~ are obvious. Under the circumstances we 
will follow the recommendation of the staff w.itness that prior 
approval not be required in the EEDA procedure. 
B. Financial Limits 

The staff has recormnended that the maximum GEDA amounts 
allowed in annual cost of service should be lfmited to $50 million. 
This limitation would be applicable to each GEnA program author
ized for a particular utility. This annual cost-of-service 
limitation will be adopted. The staff's recommendation substi
tutes a fixed amount for the variable limits available under the 
present rule (ten percent of the total cost of gas or 0.5(: per 
therm, whichever is lower) without a substantial change in the 
limit. At ten percent of the total cost of gas to the PLS system 
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the present lim1ta~10n would be approximately $80 million annually 

while under the 0.5¢ per thttm limitation, charges would be l1mi:ed 
to $40 million annually: The present cost of service is estimated 

to be about $13 million annually for PI.S, or O.lS¢ per therm. The 
$50 million annual cost-of-service limitation will be adOpted •. 

Under the CEDA programs the cost-of-service charges to 
ratepayers are supporting ongoing expenses and the carrying. charges 
on the amount invested in the program. Since the annual GEnA 
charge may be a combination of carrying charges on amounts invested 
(net of tax credits), current ongoing administrative and other 
expenses, and amortization of unsuccessful projects,. it is impos

sible to calculate the exact amount of investment which may be 

supported under the $50 million annual limitation. The best 
rough estimates in our record indicate that $300 million in PLGD 
inves1:ment in E&D programs could be supported at this annual 
rate. 

The existing EEDA program of Edison provides for a 
limitation of funds devoted to exploration of five percent of 

the annual fuel budget or O.O8¢ per kwhr, whichever is lower. 
The five percent amount is approximately $40 million and the 

O.80e per kwh.r amount is approximately $38 million. The present 
fuel service charge included in rates is approximately O.Ol6¢ 
per kwhr. The staff recommends no change in the present formula. 
limiting funds for exploration. This ltmitation of funds for 
exploration is au annual charge to ratepayers. The actual 
amount invested may be substantially in excess· of the annual 

limitation contained in the present formula. Moreover~ there 
is no limitation for the expenditure of funds for development 
of au energy source. 

We will follow the staff recommendation and not change 

the present formula for Edison. It is possible in the future . 
that large sums would be required to actually develop an energy 
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source acquired by Edison through its EEDA projects. It is 
conceivable that 4 significant amount of Edison's annual fuel 
budget would pay for energy acquired by its subsid:Lary Mono and 
supported by EEDA. To the extent that the utility acquires and 

develops its own energy supply~ ratepayers may be charged for 
fuel costs under the EEDA procedure. Clearly, Edison should not 
undertake the development phase of a proj ect unless the develop
ment of an ener.gy source is beneficial to the utility and its 
ratepayers ~en contrasted with the costs and availability of 
energy from traditional energy suppliers. 
c. Foreign Investments 

The staff recommends that participation in projects 
under the GEDA procedure ~e limited~o prospects within United 
States territories, including Alaska and the federal offshore 
areas. The staff is not recommending that foreign projects 
never be eligible for funding under a procedure similaT to the 

existing GEDA provisions. The concern of the sUff is that the 
present GEDA procedures have expedited review provisions· and the 
staff would require that foreign projects be presented by sepa
rate applications. The staff witness on the GEnA projects 
stated that issues become enlarged when foreign investment is 
involved,. large amounts of reserves have to be committed before 
you can support a transportation system, and inter:oat1onal 
implications may be present. 

The Finance Division and the Utilities Division 
. (Electric Br.anch) recommended that GEDA .md EEDA not 
be limited geographically. This recommendation was based on 
the contention that most of the unknown energy reserves lie 
outside of the United States and Alaska and it would be unwise 
to limit E&D to all area. like the United States that has 'been 

substantially explored and developed. 
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We agree with the views of the staff witness regarding the 
desirability of limiting GEDA procedures to United States territories, 
including Alaska and federal offshore areas. Consideration should 
be given to gas projects within the State of California. The 
basic justification for the charges to ratepayers under GEDA and 
EEDA is that such programs ~ll either secure energy supplies 
that would not otherdse be available to California utilities or 

such energy resources will be secured at an advantageous price. 
We have no reason to believe that substantial foreign energy 

resources will become available to C&lifo:rnia utilities at sub
stantially less than world market prices in the future. Common 
sense and the history of energy prices from foreign markets is 

to the contrary. 
'The remaining argument in support of GEDA and EEDA 

projects in foreign cotmtries is that such procedures are 
essential to securing the supply of energy available for e California utilities. We recognize that this may be a possi
biliey but we conclude that the scope of the issues involved in 

foreign investment do not lend themselves to an expedited review 
procedure under GEDA or EEDA. In the fu1:Ure foreign projects 
should be the subject of separate application before they will 

be included in the GEnA or EEDA charges of California utilities. 

D. Research and Demonstration Projects 
An additional problem developed on our record 1lXVolves 

the question of what particular type of proj ect should be con

sidered for G1!XJA or EEDA treatment. A staff witness 'WaS con-
eerned with the iDelusion of projects which were in the nature 

of basic research. The N»!..COISDG&1!. agreement states that NARCO 
is engaged in research and development of energy resources in 
the form of fossil~ nuclear ~ geothermal~ and all synthetic fuels. 
A wieness on behalf of PG&E indicated that they 'WOuld include 
under the GEDA procedure the cO'aV'ersion of municipal wastes to 

gas. The staff recomsnendat1on is that such proj e<:ts should be 
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included in general rate eases or unde%; separate application 
proceedings before allowing recovery of costs for such projects. 

We agree with the staff's position. It appears that 
there may be any number of potential projects in the 1l8.tul=e of 
basic research which would not i~ediately deal with the pro~lem 
for which GEDA and EEDA programs are designed. GEDA and EEDA 
charges to ratepayers are based on the necessity to' secure energy 
resources for Californ1a utilities in the near future. Research 
and development (R&D) into new energy resources is a necessary 
and important activity. However, such proj ects are not within 
the scope of our GEDA and EEDA procedures. 

It is difficult to justify proj ects which do not and 
will not supply energy at a reasonable cost to California utili
ties under the existing. GEnA and EEDA charges. Absent a. showing 
that the energy needs of California ratepayers may reasonably be 
met in the near future by projects like the conversion of muni
cipal waste to gas, demonstration proj eets attempting to devise 
a method of using geothermal brine in the Imperial Valley for t~e 
generation of electricity, or the use of solar energy for the 
generation of electricity, we regard such projects to be basic 
research or demonstration projects outside the scope of GEnA and 
EEDA procedures. Such projects should be the su~ject of separate 
application proceedings 'before this Commission, or may be included 
in general rate increase applications. 
E. Proj ects Involving Advance Payments 

. The Finance Division recommends that future exploration 
projects be limited to prospects Where a working inter* 

est is obtained. The staff Utilities Division makes the same 
recom:nendation with the exception that other types of funding 
should be allowed Where extenuating circumstances exist. The 
respondent utilities oppose the requirement. 
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The dispute involves GEDA projects. Socal bas obtained 
GEDA approval for the use of advance payments and interest-free 
loans to gas producers who hold the rights to gas reserves. The 
evidence is that the utilities cannot obtain working interests at 
a reasonable cost ~ but they can obtain a commitment of reserves 
by advancing funds for development. As available gas sup~lies 
fell below customer requirements~ interstate pipeline and intra
state distributors have attempted to obtain additional gas 
supply by means of advance payments to producers. 

A basic difficulty with the advance payment arrange
ments is that if the contraetua 1 right acquired is a right to 
purchase gas at a price to be negotiated in the future~ it is 
difficult to see any advantage to the ultimate consumer. The 
argument based on necessity fails when the natural gas reserves 
are ultimately sUbject to Federal Power Commission (FPC)!! juris
diction and necessary exploration, development, and p%'oduetion 
'Will proceed without advance payments. This Commission has 
recommended that the FPC terminate its advance payment program~ 
and the FPC adopted this recommendation by order issued 
Decembe-r 3l~ 1975 in DOCKets Nos. R-4l1 and RM 74-4 (9 PUR 4th 
664, 776). The FPC decision clearly states that state regula
tory approval of advance payment transactions does not and "will 
not obligate the FPC to ce%'tify any p%'oposed sales or transpor
tation arrangements of Alaska gas under Section 7 of the Natura.l 
Gas Act to the advancing distributor. Moreover ~ the FPC bas 
reduced the sales price of natural gas committed under advance 
payments by the cost of the advances borne by the consumers 
(Opinion No. 770-A~ Docket No. :RM 1S-14~ November 5~ 1976; 
17 PUR 4th 317, 394). 

1.1 Now part of the Federal Energy R!gulatory Commissi.on. 
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starr counsel recommends that the Comm1ssion rollow 
the recommendation or the Util1ties Division that advance 
payments. and interes.t-tree loans util1zed to s.ecure a comm:1.t
ment or reserves to californ1a utilities should be the matter 
or independent application proceed.ings. The adoption or th1s 
recommendation" as start counsel points out" does not preclude 
california utilities from participating in such projects 
unless extenuating Circumstances exist. The starr Qas ~anch 
would r1nd the extenuating Circumstances exception application 
to the South Alaska LNG projects. 

In determ1n1~ whether extenuating Circumstances 
~st eonsi4erat1on will be given to projects. which Will 
increase gas reserves dedicated to the interstate market or 
which will accelerate the development or available reserves. 

For the reasons set forth above" we t1nd extenuating 
circumstances exist to'!" the LNG project. We shall ·1nclud.e 
such. projects in the GEDA procedure authorized. by th1s decision. 
It we were to withhold GEDA support" the South Alaska-Cook 
Inlet LNG project might be. substantially delayed. and such gas 
supplies might not be available in the near future. 

The EEDA procedure presents a d1tterent situation. 
Edison has obtained working interests in its. EEDA projects. 
However" it is possible that E41son might obtain rights to 
an energy resource under attractive terms without obtain1ng a 
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working interest. Contractual rights to an unregulated energy 
source could involve advance payments or other financial commit
ments. An EEDA project letter involving advance payments or other 

a:rrangement that does not provide a substantial working interest 
to Edison should set forth the fact that Edison will not acquire 
a working interest. !he project letter should set forth the 
rights Edison will acquire in the energy resource, including the
pricing a:rrangements which will apply in the future. 
F. Potential Conflicts of Interest 

Certain problems exist regarding potential conflicts 
of interest in exploration programs. Both PG&E and So cal , s 
parent,. Pacific Lighting Corporation (pte), have stoc:kholder
financed exploration companies. 

Pacific Lighting Exploration Company cPLEC) is a sub
sidiary of pte engaged in exploration activity which is funded 
by stockholders. GEDA funds support PtGO's projects. Socal, 
PIS, and PLGD are all subsidiaries of PLC. 

SoCal has sought to avoid the problem of possib1e 
preferential treatment. FLEe t s primary obj ective is the devel
opment of oil prospects. PtGD is engaged in natural gas projects. 
The evidence is that PLS avoids potential conflict by not 
engaging in FlEe exploration activities within PLGD's geograph
ical area. The staff recommends that to avoid a suggestion of 
conflict, that PLEe should be limited to projects funded from 
its own internally generated funds. Socal's policy witness 
indicated that this would'be the ease in the future. This 
ltmitation should be no problem. 

Should FLEe at any time begin to engage in E&D activi
ties within a geographical area in which PLGD operates or has 
prospects, SoCaI is notified that such activity should be 

explained by project letter filed with this Commission. It is 
our intent that SOcal' s present policies be followed and any 
departure from those policies should be called to the attention 
of the parties to the existing GEnA procedures. 
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Pacific Transmission Supply Company (.PTS)~ a Wholly 
owned subsidiary of Paeific Gas 'transmission (pGT) ~ is imrolved 
in stockholder E&D programs in the Rocky Mountains area. Pc:t 
is an interstate pipeline and is. 51 percent owned by PG&E. NGe, 

a subsidiary of PG&E, undertakes ratepayer-financed programs in 
the Rocky Mountains- area. A variety of suggestions have been made 
to deal with the potential preferential selection in favor of 
PTS, :he stockholder-financed company .. 

The staff accountant recommends that all future explorao 

tion activities be performed by NGC. A suggestion of the staff 
engineer is that NGe and PTS become equal participants in future 
proj ects in the Rocky Mountains or that information be supplied 
the Commission to assure that preference is not beiug given to 

. stockholder interests when a project letter is filed on a new 
project. 

PG&E's witness stated that due to limited funding PGT 
would be unable to participate equally with NGC in new- projects. 
The utility suggests that NGC and Pc:t become joint participants 
in all new projects. Each company would have the right to refuse 
to participate and the other could then proceed with the entire 
prospect. PG&E states that if NGC does not participate and PGT 
takes the entire project~ sufficient information could be given 
the Commission to demonstrate that there is no shareholder 
preference. 

No available solution can meet all the objections 
raised. We will allow PGT to develop its existing. holdings. 
The two exploration companies will participate jointly :tn new 
projects or advise the Commission by project letter on all such 
projects W'hy they are not both participating. A major area. of 
concern would appear to be a new project in which NGe refused 
to participate. The staff wi.ll in1tially review- such projects 
and will be able to observe the two corporations' efforts and 
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results on an ongoing basis. The staff's review and report on 
PG&E's subsidiaries will be of record in future rate proceedings. 
Under such circumstances,. it 'WOuld appear to be in PG&E's interest 
to avoid the appearance of preferential treatment. 
G. Miscellaneous Proposals 

1. Investment of Equity Capital 
The Finance Division recommends that utilities should 

be required to invest equity capital in approved ratepayer
financed E&D projects. The witness,. in behalf of the Finance 
Division,. noted that the success rate of the exploration projects 
has been less than overwhelming. Moreover,. the Commission staff 
does not employ geologists. Projects are evaluated by the utili
ties and submitted to the Commission for approval. The staff 
recommendation is based upon the probability that if the utility 
is required to invest equity capital in a project, that proposed' 
proj ect 'WOuld more likely be in the stockholders' and ratepayers' 
best interests as opposed to the existing situation where the 
ratepayers are bearing the entire risk. 

The position of the staff Cas Branch witness on the 
GEDA proj eets was that stockholder participation should not be 
required nor encouraged. One difficulty is that the interests 
of ratepayers would conflict with the interests of stockholders. 
The GEnA program is supported by ratepayers in order to develop 
ga.s supplies to be used by ratepayers,. thereby increasing their 
level of sern.ce. The stoekholder participation goal would be 
to maximize profits from the program. As applied to the 
Transwestern joint venture,. the staff calculated the unit cost 
of service at 58.3¢/Mcf. IThe stockholders seeking the highest 
price available would sell at higher FPC rates (or to the intra
state market). Increasing costs also can create conflicts. 
Ratepayers may find higher costs acceptable if gas costs are 
still below the price of alternate available gas. Stockholders 
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may find that such higher costs reduce profits and remove any 
economic incentive to develop the gas reserves. 

The utilities object to stockholder participation in 
GEDA projects. A witness on behalf of SoCal argued that utility 
investors do not intend to support high risk exploration ventures. 
PG&E agrees that their utility stockholders do not expect to 
invest in exploration ventures. The utilities also argue that 
efforts to obtain energy at the lowest cost under GEDA would 
conflict with a duty to obtain maximum returns for stockholders 
in high risk E&D ventures. The utilities also contend that with
out ~ZDA and EEDA funding they could not continue to supply the 
necessary capital for E&D efforts and meet the large capital 
requi~ements of their utility operations. 

A requirement of some utility equity investTaent in E&D 
projects could assure a more careful or conservative evaluation 
of the risks involved in particular proj ects. However ~ stock
holder participation would introduce additional problems in the 
GEDA and EEDA proeedures. At this time we will not adopt the 
Finance Division recommendation.. Even without equity participa

tion~ a utility should be motivated to· secure the best prospects 
at the lowest risk. The funds that may be invested in projects 
are not unlimited. Failure to secure energy reserves has poten
tially adverse consequences to the utility and its equity 
investors. The customers' interest in continuing, service and the 
stockholders t interest in a financially sound utility may both 
be se-.rved by a continued supply of energy at the best possible 

priee. 
2. Mandatory Joint Ventures 

A staff witness recommended that new exploration 
projects should be conducted as joint ventures. One group would 
consist of the three major electric utilities; the two major 

gas utilities wul:d form a second group. The staff witnesses 
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were not in complete agreemen'C on this recommendation. The staff 
recOtmllendation~ after review of the record~ is. that joint venture 
participation not be mandated. The staff does recommend that in 
all projeet filings where there is no joint participation the 
filing should include a signed statement from the nonparticipating 
utilities indicating their reasons for not joining in the proposed 
project. 

.Joint vent:ure participa:cion may. in particular ca~t:es. 
have substantial benefits. If two California utilities have a 
common energy requirement~ it would be contrary to the public 
interest if they were to compete (at the ratepayer's ultfmate 
cost) fl~r the sclme energy resource. By combining their expertise 
and financial resources in a j oint venture they could participate 
equally in such an E&D project. The utilities do not ob-ject to 

joint: ventures. : 'They do object to mandated joint ventures since 
they may have different requirements and there is no reason to 
assume that 'Chey ~uld have a common interest in each prospect. 
SoCal and PG&E point out that in south Alaska and Indonesia they 
have formed a partnershi? to de'V'elop I.NG~ 

The city of Los Angeles recommends tha'C in each project 
filing that is not a j oint venture the utility proposing the 
project should ext>lain why it is not a joint venture. 'Xb.ii 
recommendation will be adopted. Joint venture participation 
'Will not be a mandated requirE:ment. However. in all project 
filings where there is no j oint participation the filing shall 
set forth the reasons why other California utilities wi,'Ch similar 
ratepayer-supported projects (GEDA or EEDA) are not participating 

on a j oint venture basis. 
We will not require a review and a signed statement by 

the nonparticipating utility because we recognize that such 
requirement could inhibit utilities from acting swiftly on pro
posed new prospects to the detriment of the utility and the 
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ratepayers. We previously expressed our concern over ratepayer

supported E&D proj eets in areas where stockholder-supported" E&1) 

is being conducted. The possibility that two different California 
utilities could compete for a common energy resource, each using. 
ratepayer-funded E&D projects, presents a similar prob-lem. In 

the development of energy prospects in an area. where another 
california utility could reasonably be expected to participate~ 
we will expect a project filing to clearly explain Why a project 
is not a joint venture. We anticipate that the staff will be 

able to verify that the nonparticipating utility does not desire 
to join in such a proj ect. 

3. Uniform Charges 
A staff witness recommended that E&D charges to rate

payers of all utilities should be uniform~ based on kwhr or 
therms. The staff witness noted that the exploration charges to 
ratepayers vary sharply among California utilities~ raising the 
problem that some California ratepayers are bearing a heavier 

burden than others in supporting such programs. 
However, the staff is not in. agreement on thia recOlll

mendation. The utility position. is that the energy needs. of 
the respective utilities are not identical and thus, the charges 
for E&D of new sources <:a.tmot be uniform. The utility position 

is accepted by staff counsel as an accurate statement of the 
situation. We agree. Existing fuel eosts a.nd requirements vary 

among the major utilities in the State of California and there 
is no reason to assume that E&D expenses should, or can be~ 
unifol:m. 

4. Balancing Accounts (Including Interest) 
The Finance DiviSion recomnends that each utility be 

required to maintain a balancing account to record the differ
ences between revenues collected from customers and actual . 

amounts expended.' In addition~ the Finance Division %'ecommends " 
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that a seven percent annual interest rate should be applied on 
a monthly basis to the overco1leetion or undercollection on 
approved projects. these recommendations will be adopted. A 
balancing account, with accumulated interest, should be incor

porated into each ECAC or GEnA filing. 

5. Annual GEnA Status Reports 

The Utilities Division recommends that GEnA status 
reports should be made annually to the staff instead of semi

annually as at present. Staff meetings have been held on five 
semiannual reports and these meetings have required a substan-

tial amount of staff time. Exploration progress is relatively slow 
and the staff is- of the opinion an annual status. report would 

suffice. Additional meetings are held in connection with the 

annual GEDA rate adjustment and at other times if significant 

changes in individual projects occar. We will adopt this staff 

recommendation. 
6. Pipeline Study Projects - GEnA 

The city of Los Angeles obojeets to the inclusion of 
the Arctic pipeline study project in the GEnA procedure. The 
city argues that there is. no lack of available investors and 
promoters for transportation systems for natural gas from the 

North Slope of Alaska. In fact, there have been three competing. 

proposals for such a transportation system. 

Socal's basic claim is that its participation in the 

Gas Arctic Proj eet is necessary to protect California's, interest 
in obtaining gas from the North Slope of Alaska and the McKenzie 
Valley of Canada. SeCal argues, in effect, that its participa
tion in initial study groups results in the promotion of systems 

which will be able to deliver available natural gas to California. 

This Commission recognizes that the interests of 

California in access to natural gas supplies must be represented 

and protected. The ultimate decision regarding the transportation 
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of natural gas from northern Alaska will be made by the United 
States government and the Canadiau authorities. This Commission 

and maj or California utilities part ic ipa te in FPC proceedings 
affecting future gas supply in order to protect California's 

interests. 
The advantage of hindsight convinces us that: initial 

participation in Alaskan pipeline projects, with potential acqui
sition of workiug interests, should not be included in the GEnA 

procedure. The ratepayers will, under GEnA, pay for existing 
approved participation. The claim that participation in a 

pipeline project is necessary to assure access to the gas 
reserves involved overlooks the fact of FPC jurisdiction. The 
federal agency's decision will be based upon the national inter
est. Acquisition of a working interest in a transportation 
system. has no apparent relationship to the ques1:ion of how gas 
supplies should be delivered in the United States. 

We recognize that a similar problem exists in the Cook 

Inlet LNG advance payment projects. However, we are convinced 
that without present authorizations under GEnA, the south Alas1can 
gas would not be available in the near future. On our record, 
there is a need for such additional gas supply. Pipeline projects 
do not ap?ear to present the same immediate need for GEnA funding. 

7. Below the Line Expenses 
The Finance Division's investigation on an individual 

project's cost disclosed that charges usually considered ''below 
the line" for ratemaking purposes have been included in project 
costs. These costs at this time were found to be de minimis but 

such costs should be absorbed by the stockholder rather than by 

the ratepayer. The staff position is that the utility should 
not be allowed to collect charges under E&D programs that it 
cannot collect under normal ratema.1d.ng procedures. We agree 
with the staff position. However, the problem arose in rev!ew.Lng e a pipeline study project and should not occur in the future. 
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8. Utility Policy Statements 

The Finance Divisj.on reeommended that eaeh utility 
file with the Commission a statement of the exploration goals 
of its company with est~ted timetables and standards 
that can be applied in measuring the success or failure of its 
E&D program. The recommendation was that each approved explora
tion project contain a statement of the objectives. a timetable 
for comp1etion:t and sufficient detail to enable a reader to 
Assess the progress of a project and its degree of success. Such 
reports can set forth the particular energy source sought in par
ticular exploration (for example, oil or urani'tlm) and the amounts 
of energy that would have to be discovered in relation to budget 
expenditures to make the project financially attractive. 

Such a policy statement can set forth the existing pro
grams and anticipated total financial expenditures. The present 
reports set forth atU1'U&l costs and total recorded investment but 
do not set forth anticipated and estimated future commitments on 
particular proj ects in sufficient detail to enable a reviewer to 
estimate the actual anticipated investment in particular projects. 
There is no reason not to include such detail in the annual 
reports. 

9. EEDA Development Programs 
The Utilities Division recommends that all electric 

utilities be required to file a project letter for the develop
ment: phase of exploration. proj ects wlrl.ch have been previously 
recognized. In addition~ 8. project letter should be filed to 
advise the staff on proposed product pricing prior to sales 
arrangements to be made between the ~loration subsidiaxy and 
a parent utility. The staff recognizes that there may be 
instances were it would be benefic1al for ratepayers topriee 
the product at market rather than cost due to tax considerations • . 
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Another consideration is a situation where one utility's rate
payers have secured a supply of energy which will benefit rate
payers of another utility if the energy is provided at cost to
the nonparticipating utility. 

These recommendations will be adopted. Separate project 
letter approval will not be required. The" annual report should 
set forth sufficient detail (see VII. G.B. above) to enable the 
staff and interested parties to evaluate the development program. 

VIII. EEDA PROCEDURE AUTHORIZATION - PG&E 

Our order instituting investiation in C.l005& provided 
that our tnvestigation would include a consideration of whether 
E&D programs of PG&E (and other respondents) should be maintained. 
expanded. reduced. or eliminated. We have determined that Edison's 
existing EEDA procedure should be continued. subject to the 
requirements set forth in this decision. SDG&E's request for an 
EEDA procedure will be granted. We conclude that PG&E's E&D 
program should be expanded to include an EEDA procedure. 

As the staff witness stated. there is no reason why 
PG&E should not have an arrangement similar to the other ~jor 
electric utilities regulated by the Commission. Edison and SDG&E 
must give consideration to joint ventures with other California 
electric utilities on new EEDA projects. 

Consideration of joint participation by PG&E requires 
that PG&E must have an available EEDA procedure. 

Authorization of an EEDA procedure for PG&E does not 
involve consideration of particular EEDA projects at this tfme. 
No proposed projects have been presented. PG&E shall establish 
an EEDA proeedure similar to the EEDA procedures authorized 
SDG&E and Edison. PG&E shall file and serve on all parties to 
this proceeding a request for Commission approval of a fuel
~ervice agreement ~r similar arrangements setting forth its 
proposed EEDA program arrangement. 
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Subsequent to Commission approval of a specific EEDA 

program.~ PG&E 'Will be authorized to request approval of specific 
EEDA projects by project letters. Our est:a.blished procedures 
provide that such project letters should be served on all parties 
~o this proceeding, and to all persons who request copies of such 

project letter filings by written request to PG&E. 
IX. REVIEW PROCEDURE OF PROJECT I.E1'"l'ERS 

The receipt of a project letter filing is notice to 

interested parties that the Cotmdssion will expeditiously aet by 

resolution to grant or deny the project. The Commission action 
may be w.lthin one month. 'nl.e city of Los Angeles has 
requested a change in the advice letter procedure. Los Angeles 

requests copies of the Commission staff's recommendations and an 

opportunity to comment on such recommendations. 

Under present procedures the utility ~ after prior con
sultation with the staff, files a project letter. The staff 
reviews the 1:'equest and makes its 1:'eeommendation to the Commission. 

Los Angeles a.lleges that staff recommendations are not made public 
and are provided only to the Commission. Los Angeles requests that 

the staff comments by interested divisions (including the Legal 

Division) be provided to all interested parties. Los Angeles 
states that interested parties may 'be given a short period ·of 
time (i.e." one week) within 'Which to file comments. FillB.l 
comments should then be permitted by the utility. 

The request of Los Angeles is oppos.ed by SoCal and 

PG&E. The utilities object to the procedural change. as applied 

to GEDA projects. on basically two grounds. The GEDA pro-jects 

require prior approval. Accordingly, the utilities advise the 

Co1l.'llUission staff regarding the proposed proj ect prior to filing 

and are seeking an expeditious determination tn order to proceed. 

Additional procedural steps will delay Commission actio~ MOre
over. the not-yet';approved project may involve infoxmat1on wich 
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is supplied to the Commission in confidence (as in federal off

shore lease sales). 
We cannot establish a rigid procedure which will meet 

all the problems raised. In GEDA matters. the filing of the 
project l:etter must be uken as notice to interested parties 
that the Commission may act expeditiously and parties wishing to 

comment should do so promptly. In many eases. there may be no 
reason not to make the staff's technical divisions t reports and 
comments available. Advice from the I..egal Division will not be 

made public. 
Staff reports and recommendations to the Commission 

will be available in the Commission's public file and mailed to. 
interested parties unless they contain confidential material. 
If a utility makes confidential material available to the staff, 
staff reports wb.1ch would violate the request for confidentiality 

will not be made public. Interested parties should be advised 
when confidential staff reports are not made available. No fixed 
period of time will be mandated for comment on the staff report. 
It is even possible to imagine a GEDA matter where no, written 
staff report is made. However, in the ordinary EEDA filing. and 
in many GEnA filings. interested parties will have at least the 
one week suggested by Los Angeles in which to file comments. 

The adoption of this. policy is not intended to intro
duce an additional procedural step in GEDA filings. Our concern 

is that interested parties be advised, 011 a publicly availa1>le 
record~ of the basis of Commission action. And although we do 
not provide additio:cal procedural steps, in many cases. interested 
parties may be able to file cotnments on a timely basis. In such 
eases the Commission will have the benefit of additional public 

comment. 
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FindinS!, ... 

1. On March 2, 1976 the Cotmniss1on issued an order insti
tuting investigation in C.1OO56. The investigation included 
consideration of whether exploration and development programs of 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E), Southern Californ1a Gas 

Company (SoCal), and Southern california Edison Company (Edison) 
should be mD.intained, expanded, reduced, ·or eliminated. PG&E, 

SoCal, Edison, and San Diego Gas & Electric Company (SDG&E) were 

named respondents. 
2. On May 7, 1976 SoCal and Pacific Lighting Service 

Company (PIS) filed A.56471. !'he application requests an addi
tional th=ee-year continuation of tfme t~ submit projects under 

the gas exploration a.nd development adjustment (GEnA) procedure 
authorized by D.8l898 dated September 25, 1973. 

3. On August 25, 1976 PG&E filed A.56709 requesting 
authority to establish 8. GEnA procedure similar t~ the procedure 
authorized SoCal by D.Sl898. 

4. On November 16, 1976 SDG&E filed A.56877 requesting 
authority to establish an energy exploration and development 
adjustment (EEDA) procedure similar to the EEDA procedure 
authorized for Edison by D.S3838 dated Decemb-er 17, 1974. 

5. The current energy supply shortages justify the con
tinuation and establishment of GEDA and EEDA procedures by 
respondent utilities. 

6. GEDA projeett of SoCa.l have obtained additional needed 
supplies of natural gas for SeCal's customers •. Su~-add1t1onal 
supply 'WaS obtained at an advantageous price, and may not have 
been available at all without GEnA funding. 

7. PG&E has entered into an agreement to participate with 
SoCal in GEDA p't'ojects designed to secure LNG supplies from South 
Alaska-Cook Inlet. ~1thout GEDA projects, development of needed 
supplies of LNG ·may be delayed 01'" unattainable. 
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8. PG&E requires a GEDA proee<1ure in order to d.evelop new .. 
gas supplies tor ita customers and to participate on an equal 

;bas1s with SoC81 on the LNG project. 
9. Edison • s EEDA program provides funding necessary to

suppo~ exploration and development for energy supplies needed 
by Edison. Edison' s traditional energy supplies are declining 

And unregulated energy sup~lies CAnnot be relied upon to-meet 
Edison's energy requirements. 

10. SDC&E =equires an EEDA procedure in order to secure 
energy resources needed for electrical generation. SDG&E And 
Edison have. in substantial respects. a s.imilar need for energy 
supplies. 

11. GEnA procedure requires Co~ission approval prior to 
commitment of f'Unds to a proj eet. The ataff. SoCal. 4nd PG&E 

agree trAt this requ1r~ent should be continued. 
12. Edison is not required ~o obtain prior Cot:zrnission 

approval for its EEDA projects. A requirement of prior 
Co~ssion approval would inhibit electric utilities in their 
ertorts to obtain ownership interests in scarce and unregulated 
energy resources. 

13. '!he suff recommends that the annual cost:-of-serv1ce 

charges of each GEDA progra.m be limited to $50 million an'C.'C&lly. 
The present (lowest:) variable limitation is $40 million annually 
(based on 0.5¢ per therm). whil~ the 10 percent of tOUll cost-of
gas limitation is approx!:cately $80 million. !he fixed limit 
removes the risk that the variable eost-of-gas limitation 
IIl3.y increase. The fixed limit also removes the problem "which 

could arise if the variable limit ~ved below prior app'roved 
anntl4l charges. 

14. The EEDA program of Edison limits annual charges for 
exploration to five percent of the ,annual fuel budget or 0.08¢ 
per kwhr~ whiehever is lower. There is no limitation of funding 

for development costs. Edison may acquire and develop ita own 
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~nergy resources by means of EEDA projects. No change in existing .. 
limitations is recommended by the staff. 

IS. GEnA and EEDA proje~ts ~utside areas of United States control _ 
are subject ~o increased risks. Agreements' regarding such projects 
are subject to control by a foreign nation. Larg~ energy reserves 
are required to support transportation systems. Foreign projects may, 
in the future, be presented by separate applications. 

1&. The purpose of GEDA is to obtain gas for california. The 
gas utilities should consider entering 1n~o gas exploratio~and 
development projects w:t.tlnn the stat:e. At the time or each am:,ual 
GEDA report a~ in the next request tor GEDA renewal~ such 
consideration should be caretully described. 

17 _ GEnA <~d EEDA ?rocedures provide funding for E&D to secure 
necessary energy resources required by California utilities. Such 
procedures do not include basic research or demonstration projects. 
Research and development (R&D) ?rojects, ~s well as demonstration 
projects. may be the subject of separate applications. . 

18. Ad~a.~ce payment arrangements have been authorized in GEnA 
projects to obtain a call on proven gas reserves. In projects where 
the gas will be dedicated to the interstate market, the arrangement 
will be subject to FPC jurisdiction. The FPC has t~rminated its 
adv3nce pa}~ents program and is not obligated to· approve arrangements 
au~horized by individual states. 

19. !he South Alaska-Cook Inlet L~G project may provide natural 
gZ\s supplies needed to meet California requiren:ents in the near future. 
GEDA projects ~~ll accelerate the develoPQe~t of natural'$as reserves 
required for the L.~G project. .... -

20. Edison has acquired a working int~rest in all.of its EEDA 
projects. An EEDA project could involve the acquisition of a right 
to purchase an unr~gulated energy resource under advantageous terms 
without acquiring a working interest in the resource. 

21. SoCal and PC&E both have stockholder-financed exploration 
companies. Exploration by such companies has the potent1al to conflict e ~~th the exploration activity of GEDA and EEDA exploration. Such 
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potential conflict may be avoided bX requiring geographical separation 
of operations and by requiring joint participation where operations 
are now in the sar.te area. Conflict may be reduced if additional 
stockholder investment is not advanced to finance exploration activity. 

22. GEDA and EEDA projects which meet ~he energy requirements 
of two or more California utilities may be undertaken as joint 
ventures. Joint venture participation, wh~ch combines the expertise 
and financial resources of two or more utilities p can make 
needed energy resources available to all areas of California. 

23. GEnA funding is not required for pipeline transpor~ation 
systems which are actively supported and promoted by investors with 
substantial available capital. 

24. SDG&E's proposed EEDA projects should be authorized for 
project letter filing if the potential benefits justify the- associated 
risks. The prov~n coal reserves at Kaiparowits are an energy resource 
which may be of substantial value. 

25. PG&E's presently authorized E&D program will terminate at 
the end of 1977. Existing projects may be incorporated into a GEnA 
pro~ram by project letter filing as set forth in our decision. 

26. Edison's projects 74-03A, 74-04A, 7S-0lA, and 75-02C have 
been r~commended for approval by the Commission staff. Such projects 
are consistent with the EEDA program established prior to this 
decision and should be approved. 

21. S:oo&E has included accumulated interest eharge$ on loans 
advanced to New Albion Resource Company in all project expenditure$ 
accumulated to date. Since these past 1nterest charges are s1m1lar 
in nature to carrYing costs" SDG&E 18 1n e:f"tect asking the Commission 
to retroactively approve these projects since inception. SDG&E's 
request to eap1tal:1.ze pr:1.or :1.nte.rest expense is clemed. 

28. PG&E f s E&D prop:ram should be expanded to- include an EEDA 
procedure. 
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29. To protect the intereste o~ the ~ate~ayers, all GEDA and 
EEDA projects ~hould be undertaken as joint venture$ whenever two 
or more utilities have a cozmon need fo: the energy resource 
1nvolved". ~less there ~re extenuating circumstances. 

30. Utility equity investment in E&D projects should not be 
!'equired. at th13 t1:ne. 

31. Exist1ng !Uel costs and requ1re:nents o~ the ~jor 
ut1l1ties va...-y. The:e:ore ... a uni.form cha.:-ge sho\!ld not be 
req\!!.red. 

32. A balanc1~ account, with acccimulat~d interest ... should 
be !ncorporated into each EEDA or GEDA t1nd1r~. 

The Co~~s5~on eo~cludes that GEDA and EEDA proced~es 
~hould be author1zed to the exte~t set torth in the o:der which 
tollowt;. 
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ORDER 
~----.. 

IT IS ORDERED that: 
1. Southun California Gas Compa.nyand Pacific Ughting 

Service Company are authorized to continue to submit gas exJ>lora
tion and development projects for an additional period of three 

years after the effective date of this order. 
2. On or after the date of this order~ Pacific Gas and 

Electric Company is authorized to file with this Commission 
revised tariff schedules establishing a GEDA procedure as 
requested by A.56709. SUch filing will comply with General Order 
No. 96-A. The effective date of such revised tariff schedules 
shall be four days after the date of filing. 

3. On or after the date of this. order ~ Pacific Gas and 
Electric Company is authorized to file with the Commission and 
serve on the parties to this proceeding proposed revised tariff 
schedules establishing an EEDA procedure similar to the procedure 
authorized Southern California Edison Company by D.83338 dated 
December 17 ~ 1974. The proposed tariffs will comply with General 
Order No. 96-A. The effective date of such revised tariff sche
dules shall be twenty days after the date of filing. unless the 

Commission by resolution~ dec:tsion~ or order suspends the effec

tive date of such tariffs. 
4. On or after the date of this order ~ San Diego Gas. & 

Electric Company is authorized to file with this Commission 
revised tariff schedules estab11sh1ngau EEDA procedure as 
requested by A.56877. Such filing will comply with General 
Order No. 96-A. The effective date of such revised tariff 
schedules shall be four days after the elate of filing. 

S. Projects 74-03A~ 74-04A~ 75-0lA. and 7S-02Cfiled by 
Southern California Edison Company are approved under Edison's 
EEDA procedures. . 
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6. GEnA and EEDA rate adjustments shall take into- account 

the difference between revenues collected from eustomers· and 
actual amounts expended on approved projects. Interest a.t a 

seven percent annual rate shall be applied monthly to- such bal

ancing accounts. 

7. Project letters requesting approval of new EEDA projects 
should be filed at the earliest poss1~le date. Approved project 
costs should be included as part of the semiannual energy cost 
adjustment clause (ECAC) revision. 

8. After the effective date of the revised tariffs author
ized by Ordering Paragraph 4 ~ SDG&E is authorized to file a 
project letter for the Kaiparowits coal projeet. Administrative 
and general expenses of New Albion Resources Company (NARCO) 

include necessary consultant fees. incurred in exploration efforts, 
including uranium consultant fees. 

9. New proj ects presented for Commission approval 'Ul'lder 
GEDA or EEDA procedures shall be within United States territory, 
including Alaska and federal offshore areas. 

10. The GEnA procedure shall not include new projects 
involving advance payments or similar funding arrangements. unless 
the project letter sets forth extenuating circumstances. This 
restriction shall not apply to projects to develop gas reserves 
for the South Alaska-Cook Inlet LNG project. 

11. The GEnA and EEDA procedures shall not be used for new 
research projects, demonstration projects" or pipeline trans
portation systems. 

12. GEDA and EEDA project.s should be undertaken as joint 
ventures whenever two or more utilities have a common need for 
the energy :resource involved.. Project letters for approval of 
n~ projects, whieh are not joint ventures, should set forth 

the reasons why th~ project is not presented as a joint venture. 
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13. Utilities v.£.th GEDA procedures shall file an annual 

report for Co:mn18,sion staff review.. CEDA and EEDA annual reports 

shD.ll c:on1:ain a section setting forth exploration objectives. 
estimated completion dates.. and best estimates of total invest
ment and f~ture GEDA and EEDA charges. for each project. 

14. Electric utilities shall file project letters sett1tlg 

fort:h details of the develop:nent phase of approved exploration 
?roj-ects. No Commis.sion action shall be" required on such pre>ject 
letter filings. 

the effective date of this: order shall be twenty days 
after the date hereof. 

Dated at ____ s.m __ ~_"~_~ ___ __:~~--,. Californ:ta~ 
this NIt ~ day of ___ N_Q_V_E..;.:;.~aE.~ ,. 1977. 
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APPENDIX A 

APPEARANCES 

Chickering & Gregory ~ by Sherman Chickerl.ng~ 
C. Hayden Ames, and Allan J. Thompson~ 
X~torneys at i8.w; Gordon Pearce ~ Attorney 
at Law; and John H. woy, for san Diego Gas 
& Electric COmpany; w. M. Pfeiffer~ T. D. 
Clarke. E. R.. Island~ and Priscilla. M. 
Tamktn~ by E. R. Island" and Priscilla M. 
Tmnkin~ Attorneys at iAw, for SOuthern 
ca-'1iforida Gas Company and Pacific Lighting 
Service Company; Malcolm H. Furbush, 
Gilbert L. Barrick, Peter 'W. Hanschen and 
Ka.thy Graham., by Gilbert I.. Barrick and 
Peter w. 'Hanschen, Attorneys at taw, for 
Pacific Gis and Electric Company; R. E. 
Yoodbury, Robert .J. Cahall, and Christian L. 
Hauck, by R. E. W'oodbua:t' Attorney at Law; 
and Will:La.m E. Marx an 1t. Robert Barnes, Jr., 
by H. Robert Barnesd Jr., Attorney at Law, 
for SOuthern CiIifornia Edison Company; 
resJX>nden.ts. 

John Witt, Ci1:y Attorney, by 'tJilliam S. Shaffran, 
Deputy City Attorney, for l!ity of san Diego, 
intervenor. 

Burt Pines, City Attorney, by Leonard I.. Sna1der, 
Deputy City Attorney, for City of LOs Angeles; 
Robert: Russell and Manuel Kroman, by Manuel 
Kroman. for Department of Pul>lic Utilities & 
:transportation, City of Los Angeles; He~y. 
Uo?itt 2nd, Attorney at 'Law. for Cali orn1& 
Gas PrOducers Association; Sylvia M. Siegel, 
for TUR..~; Frazer F .. Hilder ~ Miieral COunsel~ 
and Julius J. Hollis; and Downey, Brand, 
Seymour & Rohwer, by Phili'!) A. Stohr, Attorney 
at Law. for General MOtors COrporation; and 
Allen R.. Crown, Attorney a t taw, for California 
Farm Bureau Federation; interested parties. 

Janice E. Kerr and Lionel B.. Wilson, Attorneys at 
Law, E. j. Texeira, J.. j.. GiSbOns, and Page R. 
Golsan, Jr .. , for the ~mad.ss!on staff. 


